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Head’s Intro

Despite the challenges presented by the Covid-19 pandemic, Greater Manchester Higher has
managed to not only meet, but exceed its targets for the 2019/20 academic year in delivering high
quality outreach activities to over 36,000 learners.
Research undertaken by the Educational Endowment Foundation this summer suggests that the
attainment gap between disadvantaged young people and their peers will widen because of the
pandemic; there is much work to be done, from early years to further and higher education, to
prevent a ‘lost generation’.
Greater Manchester Higher has supported staff and learners in schools throughout the pandemic.
We transitioned our activities into online formats, working collaboratively with schools and
colleges to explore their immediate priorities, and ensuring our activities link to the Gatsby
Benchmarks to better support schools and colleges progress towards their CEIAG goals.
As one of the largest Uni Connect partnerships with 55 members of staff, it was important to renew
a sense of team working and support during lockdown. I am proud of the way Greater Manchester
Higher staff have reacted to the situation, working hard to develop new online resources and
constantly adapting to the changing environment without jeopardising the quality of the delivery.
We will continue to develop a high quality core programme of activities to be delivered in a
different formats, capturing vital data to help us understand the impact of our project on our target
learners, and to monitor progress towards our goal of increasing and widening participation in
higher education.
Uni Connect funding is expected to end in July 2021, and it is not yet known what may succeed it.
It is clear that Covid-19 and its effects are going to be with us for some time. Greater Manchester
Higher plays a vital role in supporting young people to make informed decisions about their
future, and this is a crucial part of the region’s ability to weather the social and economic storm. By
continuing to work together, we can provide the support they need to be prepared to navigate a
post-Covid-19 economy.

Sam Kalubowila
Head of Greater Manchester Higher

Who we are
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Greater Manchester Higher (GMH) is one of 29 Uni Connect (UC) partnerships funded by the
Office for Students (OfS). The programme aims to support the government’s social mobility goals
by increasing the number of young people from underrepresented groups who go into higher
education.
Our activities, talks and events are aimed at Year 9-13
learners, and their parents and carers, in our 45
target wards in Greater Manchester.
The Greater Manchester Higher Outreach Hub,
provides outreach across the remaining 170 wards
in the region with an offer for all schools.

Our mission is to

support young
people from
underrepresented
backgrounds

offer a menu of
activities aiming to
raise the
aspirations of
young people

help young
people make
sense of their
higher education
options and routes

The statistics and learner quotes contained in this report are taken from the Greater Manchester Higher programme level
evaluation. Teacher quotes are taken from ‘Evaluating the impact, breadth and reach of the Greater Manchester Higher
partnership via UniConnect funding’, Dr Neil Raven, November 2020.
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In numbers

We have engaged with

18,901

7,535

engaged
with at least 1
activity

from
our Greater
Manchester Uni
Connect cohort

learners

learners

in all

45

target wards

176

schools
& colleges

124

Uni Connect
schools

52

Outreach Hub
schools

of 130
(95%)

52

Outreach Hub
schools

22

proactive
engagement
of 28
(79%)

30

signposting
schools

In 2019/20, we engaged with around 36,000 learners, our most successful year to date.
Over 18,900 of those learners were engaged in activities as part of a sustained and progressive
programme where evaluation outcomes are captured.
We also provided Information, Advice and Guidance to over 16,000 learners at events such as
careers fairs, options evenings, assemblies and other presentations.

Online engagement

49,389

54,902

website views

website sessions

1,744

follows on Twitter
@GM_Higher

We have delivered

1,039
activities

821

in-school

218

on-campus

358

298

Pre-16

50

Post-16

49
15

4

17

19

“The confidence boost it
gave me, reassuring me that
everything will eventually
happen, it just takes time”
Post-16 learner, Managing your UCAS Offers

“It helped me understand the steps that I need to take to
achieve my goals”
Year 13 learner, HE Subject Taster

“I have learnt to keep striving and take whatever opportunities
you get, keep going and never give up”
Year 9 learner, Industry Insight event

“[Higher education is] something that I really want to do so I
can have opportunities my parents didn’t have”
Year 10 learner, Campus Visit

38

campus visits

“I am more likely to be successful doing something I love”
Year 9 learner, Campus Visit

“University gives you a chance to meet people from different
backgrounds and enhance academic life”
Year 12 learner, Campus Visit
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Targeted learner activities *

71

Hub-funded external provider activities **

27

Central-funded external provider activities **
* Activities aimed at under-represented groups in HE, including care-experienced young people, disabled learners, young carers and estranged learners.
** External Providers are commissioned to delivered activities allowing learners to access information and masterclasses on a wide range of topics and subjects.

Go Further Mentoring
Year 10

Working with our mentors makes young people more confident and effective in their learning and
more aspirant and informed in their career and progression planning.

524
73
59

learners
HE mentors
schools

“I know about the different
types of courses you can study
at higher education“
up by

+ 30%
on completion of Go Further

Brightside Mentoring
Year 12/13

We run three post-16 mentoring programmes that follow the UCAS cycle and provide tailored IAG at key
stages of the learner journey.

Apply

Insight

Explore

228 mentees

521 mentees

162 mentees

67 mentors

132 mentors

57 mentors

22 sixth-forms/colleges

26 sixth-forms/colleges

27 sixth-forms/colleges

“My metor helped
me throughout the
whole UCAS
process.”

“I think it was very
useful – I gained a
lot of insight about
my next steps in
the future (going to
university and then
into the world of
work).”

“A way to see your
future much
clearer even if you
are unsure on what
you want to do.”

Mentee, Manchester Hub area

Mentee, Wigan Hub area

Mentee, Stockport, Oldham &
Tameside Hub area
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Covid-19

Owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, many activties and events were cancelled including our Uni:4u
summer schools programme.
We responded to the situation by moving our offer online, and developing a range of online
resources for a newly developed database on our website.
We also introduced the 1:1 platform - The Access Platform, so that learners, and parents/carers
could message our staff and ambassadors for information, advice and guidance about higher
education.

We were able to reach

311

15

learners

schools/
colleges

48%

of learners completed an online evaluation survey

We delivered

31
in-school
sessions

via GoToWebinar
to learners in Years 8, 9, 10, & 12

230 (74%)

were Pre-16 Learners

“I think for me it was the positivity
element - dealing with student
anxiety, going to university, etc. You
were able to go on to the GMH
website which had sections on there
with resources. The students were
able to have a look through in
relation to what was needed.”
Teacher, GM school

“They’ve been quick to adapt to the lockdown. We had a zoom
team call with them and they’ve been pulling together a lot of
resource so when we’re doing our zoom sessions with the
students we’ve got something to refer to [and forward onto]
our students. They’ve done one around anxiety and
confidence, and put information onto their website that the
students can access.”
Teacher, GM school

“They’ve organized things online. One of my aims this year is
to get more careers into the curriculum and they put all of the
information on there that I can direct the teachers to – to have
a look within the curriculum. It’s like a directory
- a lot if information on there and quite easy for staff
and parents to access.”
Teacher, GM school

“The online stuff has been
phenomenal. Loads of our Year 12s
engaged during lockdown.”
Teacher, GM school
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Impact

We measure learners’ aspirations and intention to progress to university/higher education, their
perspective on how much knowledge they have acquired and whether their attitude towards
university/higher education has changed.
We do this by asking a number of questions that relate to each of our four proxy measures.
To show learners’ aspiration and intention to progress to university/higher education, we ask these
questions before and after certain activities. To demonstrate learners’ knowledge of and attitude
towards university/higher education, we ask these questions across all our activities after the
event has finished.
Aspiration

Intention
Before accessing our
activities

After accessing our
activities

72%

81%

of learners
intended to progress
to university/higher
education
Knowledge

of learners
intended to progress
to university/higher
education
Attitude

76%

of learners reported
that their knowledge
of university/higher
education had
improved

72%

of learners reported
that they had a more
positive attitude
towards
university/higher
education

At the time of writing, the Office for Students has announced a consultation on the future of the
Uni Connect programme beyond July 2021. It is expected that funding for 2021-22 will be
confirmed in the spring of 2021, and that a future funding model will run to 2024-25 to align with
Higher Education providers’ Access and Participation Plan cycles. The amount of funding will not be
confirmed until 2021 but it is expected to be lower than current levels.
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gmhigher.ac.uk

